Official opening of the World Class Aviation Academy

On 17th January Terma B.V. in The Netherlands and the World Class Aviation Academy (WCAA) signed an agreement of co-operation covering training and life-cycle support for aircraft survivability equipment and other airborne systems in use by air forces and airlines all over the world. The agreement marks a further step in the participation of Terma B.V. in the Maintenance Valley concept by cementing a relationship with the leading avionics training and education establishment in the region. The Airborne Systems service and support facility opened by Terma in mid-2010 on the airbase at Logistics Centre Woensdrecht (LCW) in The Netherlands is fully operational and already employs its first graduate of the WCAA. The Terma service and support facility is operated together with LCW, WCAA and (The Netherlands) National Aerospace Laboratory (NLR).